The eye of Eila Hopper Ross.
In 1936, when Eila Hopper Ross (nee Hopper) was putting the final stroke of paint on her six-foot oil canvas of a life model at the Ontario College of Art, she had not dreamed that in the year to follow she would embark upon a life's career of anatomical study and attention to intricate detail in her own work as a medical illustrator. Though she had early aspirations herself of going into medicine--having been raised in a medical environment with her father, Dr. David Alexander Hopper, regularly receiving pharmaceutical literature with impressive illustrations--Hopper Ross was not aware of medical illustration as a profession. It was Maria Wishart, then director of the Medical Art Service Unit at the University of Toronto, who saw Hopper Ross' final exhibition at the Ontario College of Art and recommended she consider a career in medical art. As a result, Hopper Ross studied for two years (1937-1939) in the Department of Art as Applied to Medicine at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland under the direction of Professor Max Brödel.